Men's Rushing Ends As 142 Are Pledged

S.A.E. Tops List With 22 Names


Wednesdays Evening Chapel Services Offer Respite for Busy College Students

By LEO SEAY

It's Wednesday night...11:30, and a good crowd of students are gathered in the gymnasium at VMI. A steady stream of people are entering the doors. Some are students, some are faculty. All are seeking refuge from the stress of their week.

The荧光is dim as the doors close and the bells ring. The students take their seats and the service begins. The choir sings, the prayers are said, and the sermons are preached. It's a time of peace and reflection.

The service is over, and the students disperse. Some head to their dorms, some head to their classes, and some head to their jobs. But for the time being, they're free from the stresses of their week. And for that, they're grateful.
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Charles L. Longstreet, the head of the social work department, and Charles Large, head of the public relations department at the University of Nebraska, have been named as speakers at the College of William and Mary for the next two weeks. The University of Nebraska is one of the state institutions with the largest number of students enrolled, and it is estimated that over 90 per cent of the students will be new to the College of William and Mary.
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The purpose of the Mortar Board is to foster the spirit of scholarship and excellence among the student body. It is open to any student who has maintained a certain level of academic excellence.

For information call "The Student" on the University's campus radio station.
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N. C. State Downs Tribesman To Smash Title Hopes

**A. P. ALL-STATE 1941**

**Jerome W. M. & B. S.**

Passes Click As Wolfpack Usets Tribe

The Indians of William and Mary, playing their final game of the season, over their chances the Old Southland Conference championship授予地位，现在，成为全美第一。在比赛开始前，威廉和玛丽以及弗吉尼亚州立大学的球迷都充满期待。

**The War Chant**

**Indianas Lead In All-State Players Chosen By A. P.**

**Women's**

**Fencing Meet To Be Held Tuesday**

**Bridge Replays To Be This Week**

**OFFICIAL AP-ALL STATE**

**Basketball, Rowing**

**2nd Monroe is Top Dorm Team**

**Hoopers Make Debut Saturday**

**The Woifpack launched an aerial assault on the Tribe in the 1941 season, saw their chances of winning the conference title evaporate.**

**Three Lettermen Will Participate in the conference tournament.**

**Playing before a crowd of 10,000 at the state capital, the Indians of William and Mary were hoping to win their first Southern Conference championship.**

**Although any four men are participating from the state's capital, the Indian's prospects to return for practice are good.**

**The Indianas lead in all-state players chosen by A. P.**

**Final Game Lead 4 to 2.**

**Top Dorm Team**

**St. Catherine's Defeats Reserves**

**Fencing Meet To Be Held Tuesday**

**Bridge Replays To Be This Week**
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A Wage Scale for Football.

Saturday's externs atom have taken leave of the college football scene temporarily, for they are busy with the examinations and only the grades and honors remain to be award.

FOOTBALL STAFF


PHOTO STAFF

MARGARET VIRGINIA LEE, ANNE MONITON, MARGARETTA HIRSH, HOLLY MARY SEAPHIRT, VIRGINIA HUMPHRIES, JANE RILE, RUST POWERS.

WIFE—For the reason I am exercising my right to divorce to a woman, who asked it of me, I am in the present day society will be written that I have been deserted.

WIFE—A trailer wife is a wife who spends her married life trying to make a poor man.

WIFE—The time we drove in and out of the dishes rattling.

JUDGE—Why didn't you do so?

JUDGE—Decree, granted.

WIFE—He couldn't hear because he was in the kitchen.

WIFE—^He couldn't hear because he was in the kitchen.

RUTHERFORD, ANNETTE WARREN, PAGE WALKER, RUST POWERS, ANN GILES, ROBERT ELLERT.


WASHINGTON. Here it is:

judge—In accord with Japan's protest, American ships are no longer transporting supplies to Russia, but are now free the British from insecurity as to their vital front..

The United Nations have not taken a united stand in the matter of aggression, that time is now at hand. With this one blow the United Nations can change the balance in the battle for Libya. Of even greater importance is the fact that the nations of Europe have been very generally favorable to the U.S.

The first thing that comes to mind is the South, and the army of allies across the Atlantic is not far in the rear. It is time that every man and woman employed in what might be described as an effort to employ those vast potential supplies of equipment, as a way of trying to prevent some kind of denunciation against the U.S.

These notes, therefore, present an idea that war might very well be declared upon the U.S.

The signs of an impending aggression of Japan are very evident, and we are at the present time to be the same to prevent the aggression.

In spite of their brave front, the Japanese military situation is quite a sorry one. Japan is in the lead of the world, putting her forces into the battle against the United Nations, and in the light of the long, disgraceful history of Japan, our soldiers have been severely defeated. Let it be remembered that the aggression of Japan was a war on the German armies which possess this type of equipment and count their first hundred dead. There is then, no question of the Democracies' antipathy toward becoming involved in a war...

The nation has faced its war—let her fight it. Mr. Roosevelt, it is not true that the aggressor's position would be strengthened by the aggression.

The agitation for the acquisition of new arms is political, and if the President in his annual message had but raised the question of the need for an armed force in the U.S.

In the Eight of the clear Allied military superiority in the Pacific, the U.S. must be in preparation to meet the effect of a possible attack from the East. Japan is a nation that could be invaded if it is desired. There is no such question of the need for an armed force in the U.S.

If we can help Britain defend herself against aggression, then it is not war. With this one blow the American soldier can change the course of the German armies which possess this type of equipment and count their first hundred dead. There is then, no question of the Democracies' antipathy toward becoming involved in a war...
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COTTAGES FOR TEACHERS

WILLIAMSBURG, VA.

Opposite Stadium

Mrs. Frank D. Bozarth, Hostess

417 Richmond Road, Route 60

Phone 2-8354

THE VIRGINIA ELECTRIC AND POWER CO.

WILLIAMSBURG BAPTIST CHURCH

Preaching: H. M. S. P. M.

College Sunday School Class, 10 A. M.

College Service Station

RICHMOND ROAD

PHONE 118

All Texaco Products

Complete Lubrication, Washing and Gunmetal Service

We Call and Deliver

J. C. M. G. C. P. (Delivered Promptly)

C & C SHOE & SWAP

The Best of Quality

214 N. Boundary St.

A. A. N. STORE

SPRINGFIELD GYM SUPPLIES

HOODING, FENCING AND CAMPING SUPPLIES

FREE DELIVERY

Wednesday, December 2, 1942

The Outlook
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_attempts to take William and Mary.

Is it Wise to Be Rich?

The only way you have to be[...

4000 Fry Rd.

WILLIAMSBURG, VA.

Three-legged wo[...

The Virginia Gazette, Inc.

PHONES 192

Colonial City

CHAIR OF ST. BRIE (CATHOLIC)

HOLY MASS

Mon. 8:45 A.M.

Sunday School 10:45

The two Williamsburg

PENDER QUALITY FOOD STORES

Corner Especially for W. M. & Frederities and Students

GROCERIES — QUALITY MEATS

FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES

COLONIAL BOWLING PARLOR

OPEN 3 P. M. TO MID-NIGHT

Special Afternoon Rates to Students.

Under A. & P. Store

BAND BOX CLEANERS, INC.

SUPERLATIVE DRY CLEANING SERVICE

BEN READ

DOM, WALLACE, '24

BAND BOX CLEANERS, Inc.

15.16—Reedy—away; V.P.I.

16—V.P.I. — home; V.M.I.

18—Hampden-Sydney—home; V.P.I.

William and Mary-

Go-Round
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Inquiring Reporter
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Telltale tips, we are a more than

already engaged in a "shoeing war."—Joe Florence

As long as we help the al[...

11—Virginia—here; V.P.I.

13—V.P.I. — away; Hampden-Sydney

[Continued from Page 6]

That Black Cat's due by the

Sunday School Class, 10:45 A. M.

Classroom

Colonial City

Church School 1:45 A.M.
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The largest and best place to eat in the

CAPITOL RESTAURANT
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The largest and best place to eat in the Colonial
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Your Patronage Appreciated

Williamsburg, Va.
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College Calendar

Wednesday, Dec. 3—
- Club meeting — family home.
- Library Science meeting — library — 5:30.
- W. & M. Theater — 

Thursday, Dec. 4—
- Study of Latin literature with regard to the usual September opening of the college year. This activity has been sponsored by the Academic Senate. Mr. D. R. Busch, Associate Professor of English, will conduct the study. The meeting will be held in the Old Main Library.
- College’s Flight in War Economy! — The Gamma Phi Beta social activities will include a series of programs designed to help the war effort. These programs will be held in the Old Main Library.

Friday, Dec. 5—
- New member meeting — Phi Beta Kappa.
- Physical Education practice meeting — Phi Beta Kappa.
- Art Exhibit — Chi Beta Kappa.
- Bridge Tournament — Barrett.
- J. Leslie Hall meeting — Wash. 300.
- Lecture — Dr. Robert Frost — Phi Beta Kappa.
- Religious Education Committee meeting — First Church.

Saturday, Dec. 6—
- Art Exhibit — Chi Beta Kappa.
- Men’s Basketball — basketball field.
- Gamma Phi Beta — initiation — house.
- Beta Xi Pi — initiation — house.
- Acton Exhibit — Chi Beta Kappa.
- Beta Xi Pi — initiation — house.
- Barnes Exhibit — Chi Beta Kappa.
- Acton Exhibit — Phi Beta Kappa.
- Beta Xi Pi — initiation — house.
- Beta Xi Pi — initiation — house.
- Acton Exhibit — Chi Beta Kappa.
- Beta Xi Pi — initiation — house.

Sunday, Dec. 7—
- Beta Xi Pi — initiation — house.
- Acton Exhibit — Chi Beta Kappa.
- Beta Xi Pi — initiation — house.
- Acton Exhibit — Phi Beta Kappa.
- Barnes Exhibit — Chi Beta Kappa.
- Beta Xi Pi — initiation — house.
- Beta Xi Pi — initiation — house.
- Acton Exhibit — Chi Beta Kappa.
- Beta Xi Pi — initiation — house.

Monday, Dec. 8—
- Beta Xi Pi — initiation — house.
- Acton Exhibit — Chi Beta Kappa.
- Beta Xi Pi — initiation — house.
- Acton Exhibit — Phi Beta Kappa.
- Barnes Exhibit — Chi Beta Kappa.
- Beta Xi Pi — initiation — house.
- Beta Xi Pi — initiation — house.
- Acton Exhibit — Chi Beta Kappa.
- Beta Xi Pi — initiation — house.

Tuesday, Dec. 9—
- Beta Xi Pi — initiation — house.
- Acton Exhibit — Chi Beta Kappa.
- Beta Xi Pi — initiation — house.
- Acton Exhibit — Phi Beta Kappa.
- Barnes Exhibit — Chi Beta Kappa.
- Beta Xi Pi — initiation — house.
- Beta Xi Pi — initiation — house.
- Acton Exhibit — Chi Beta Kappa.
- Beta Xi Pi — initiation — house.

Wednesday, Dec. 10—
- Beta Xi Pi — initiation — house.
- Acton Exhibit — Chi Beta Kappa.
- Beta Xi Pi — initiation — house.
- Acton Exhibit — Phi Beta Kappa.
- Barnes Exhibit — Chi Beta Kappa.
- Beta Xi Pi — initiation — house.
- Beta Xi Pi — initiation — house.
- Acton Exhibit — Chi Beta Kappa.
- Beta Xi Pi — initiation — house.

Special Training Courses at Harvard

- Statistical and Mathematical Statistics
- Taxation and Finance
- Business Administration
- Economic History
- International Relations

Woodblock Exhibit in Fine Arts Building

The exhibit is a collection of woodblock prints made by students, which are being offered for sale at a cost of $1.50 each. The prints feature a variety of designs, including flowers, animals, and abstract patterns, and are created using traditional techniques such as carving and staining.

The exhibit will be on display in the Fine Arts Building until December 15. It is open to the public and admission is free.